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Architecture for Intelligent Thermostats 
That Learn from Occupants' Behavior 

Alex Boisvert Ruben Gonzalez Rubio, Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a new approach to thermostat 

design. For many years, thermostats have been "dumb" 
devices, meaning that they react to their environment either by 
direct user control or by previous user programming. This new 
approach details an intelligent thermostat that learns about 
the behavior of the occupants and their environment and 
controls ambient temperature to maintain comfort according 
to human specifications. In that way, the thermostat reduces 
the number of interactions with the user and eliminates the 
need for them to learn how to program the device. Addition
ally, the thermostat reduces energy consumption by setback 
when occupants are absent. While the proposed architecture 
fundamentally changes the functionality of today's conven
tional thermostats, it retains their simple user interface. 

This article presents the modular software architecture of 
this new intelligent thermostat design. The functionality of the 
thermostat in different states is described and how each 
module specializes in learning a certain pattern is explained. 
At the end, the results obtained using neural networks as a 
technique for learning are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Today, a growing number of economic and environmental 

considerations are leading us to look at new ways to reduce 
energy consumption. In northern regions, the activity that uses 
the most energy is the heating of buildings. To some extent, the 
same logic applies to regions where air conditioning is widely 
used. In this context, it is important to consider what deter
mines the quantity of energy spent. 

Figure 1 illustrates the thermal system under consider
ation. First, the external environment is uncontrollable and is 
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Figure 1 Thermal environment. 
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the most important factor that influences energy consumption. 
Second, the physical building characteristics are important, 
but in most cases they are adequate and fixed. Third, a ther
mostat is used to monitor ambient temperature and control a 
heating or cooling system. Finally, one or more occupants 
operate the thermostat to obtain a given ambient temperature 
that reflects their thermal comfort. 

In this view, a person interacts with a thermostat, which, 
in tum, interacts with a heating/cooling system. In our mind, 
it is this interaction that mostly influences energy consump
tion. Occupants are often lazy about frequently adjusting their 
thermostats. Also, Harmon (1981) argues that "many people 
do not fully understand the proper operation of the most 
common residential thermostat." For these reasons, the 
authors designed an intelligent thermostat that automates 
comfort control and energy conservation. 
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Types of Thermostats 
': 

Two types of.thermostat inspired this design-cqnven� 
tional and programmable thermostl,ltS. The conventional ther
mostat is, by far, the most popular. This type of'thermostat is 
ch�acterized by a simple interface and very simple �unctlon
ality. Usually, a rotary dial is used LO direcLly specify a set
point temperature. The thermostat measures ambient temper
ature and, if it does not correspond to the set point, it activates 
the heating/cooling system to restore ambient temperature to 
the set, point. Newer versions of this thermo tat use digital 
cohtro.ls (bu lions) instead of a rotary analog dial. The problem 
with this type of thermostat is that it must be manually 
adjusted every time an occupant wants to change the ambient 
temperature. In order to vary the temperature ace r.ding Lo 
their lifestyle, the occupants must repeatedly interact with the 
thermostat. Moreover, the occilpants are directly responsible 
for the energy consumption of the heating/cooling system. If 
they leave for a period of time, they must (again) adjust the 
temperature in order to save energy. Generally, however, 
people have little concern for energy conservation. In fact, 
studies have shown that in cold climates, people have a 
tendency to elevate temperature without restoring it afterward 
(Benton 1992). Clearly, it is difficult for an average user to put 
into practice an effici�nt �q<;:.rgy,-saving plan. 

. The second type of thenuostat.design is the."prngram�a
ble ·thermostat,'.', which is an extension oH�e conventional 
thermost!lt. This design automates ,the,.task of adjusting the 
thermostat to the lifestyle and the personal preferences of the 
occupants. The thermostat is programmed in·advanceto adjust. 
the set point with respect to a given schedule. This is an advan
tage because it reduces Lht: number of interactitins Mtween the 
user and the thermostat, ·but it doesn't olve the"'problem 
completely because the o<:cupants stiJ�,bave �1e re;�ponsibility 
of correctly programmilig the thermostat to reduce energy 
consumption. In fact, long-term energy consumption will 
decrease significantly only·1f.El) the thermostat is corr¢ctly 
programmed, (2) the o�cupants r�llow the progriµnmed 
schedule, and (3) they ·update .the 'Schedule ·as· their li(esLyle 
changes. Also, if it is compared >vilh a.conventional lhem10-
stat, the number of interactions with !he OC�li�anlS dec;·etises ,,_ r I • 
but each interaction now takes more time and"i·s more dil'fl�ult 
dtie lo programming and the added complexity of the 'ii'ser 
inierface. · · ·:: 

Design Goal.s 
. , 
I . • 

In light of th� previous discussion, the design goal$ Of an 
ideal home thermostat are to 

2 

maximize .��infort, 
minimizt!�energy_9on.s't,Jmption;(without f;acrificing com-
fort), · .,,_' · · · ·· 

keep user interaction to a .i?i.�lmurl�·, 
present a simpli;:,,user intet,f,ace, .�P� . , , . ;i; ., 
keep to a minimum the cost of installation (i.e., use 
existing heating/cooling system) and operation. 

BACK TO PAGE ONE 

The Approach 
The.-design approach considers each of the above goals; 

the order in which the goals are stated reflects their respective 
importance in Lhi design. 

·· 

The first step in this approach is to borrow concepts from 
both· conventional and programmable thermostats. With 
respect to the former, we wish to retain the simple user inter
face, and from the latter, we would like to retain the concept 
of following the lifestyle of the occupants but without explic
itly programming the device. 

However, both of these thermostats lack an important 
concept: the presence of occupants. This additional informa
tion can lead to an interesting compromise between comfort 
and energy.savings bec�use the notion of comfqrt is not appli
cable if nobody. is present. In fact, this simple rule is �he 
cornerstone of this approach to minimizing energy consump
tion. 

The new design avoids numerous interactions between 
the user and the thermostat because the thermostat learns the 
occupants' behaviors and automatically programs itself. With 
a conventional thermostat, every interaction with the user 
reflects a need to adjust the set-point schedule of the thermo
stat. According to this, th.e information needed to program the 
thermostat is obtained implicitly.,. one interaction at a time, 
instead of having a complete schedule programmed explicitly . 
Consc,:quently, the thennostah:an learn the schedule as time 
passes, recording the interac�ions and 1generalizing them to 
depict a pattern and generating a schedule from this pattern. 

Learning, then, is what diffe'r�ntiates thfs approach from 
others. As it turns .out,! learning can be ·use� in. ma.ny ways in 
a thermostat. For example., provided: tQat.we lwveinfqrmation 
on thehistoryofthe·occupants' presence, we can predict theii; 
absence and save energy by n9t maiptai,ning the· ambient 
temperature within the .9omfort interval. 

We call the resulting design an intelligentther.mostat. We 
use.the term "intelligent':. because (1) the thermostatlearns, (2) 
it imitates the behavior of the occupants (with \�pect to their 
interaction with a conventional thermostat), and (3) it is more 
intelligent than a "dumb" conventional thermostat. · 

This paper focuses on the high-level design and ;rrchitec
ture of the proposed intelligent thermostat. The implementa
tion of such a device benefits from, but does not require the 
usc'or adv�mced artificial in"telligence concept (i:e., artificial 
net;ral net wqfks, fuzzy_ l�gic). A description of suah COllC�I 
or afgori\hms is beyond the so.op ·of this article.' : 

ASSUMPTIONS ••I I� 

... 

The design of the i·�telligent. ,che1:mostat d'�eends on a 
number of.available dev�c0S. E<lch·of the fo'i!ot.ri,ng'°'cfovices is 
required:. / , ., . 

A thermometer to ,measure ambient temperature. Since 
precision of measuremept can be an issue, we consider a 
precision of.�tka, l I 0C.. " 1 ..• . , 
A imple user interface, similar to actual conventional 
thennostats. A thermostat with simple digital interface 
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Setpoint :: ] 2 2��- l [�J temperature · ia · 
Figure 2 Simple thermostat user interface-. 

is illustrated in Figure 2. 
A microcontroller with i:atidbm access memory and a 
real-time clock.. We considti that the microcontroller is 
capable of doing floating.point arithmetic c·a1Culatic;ms.,,: 
A nonintrusive device to determine if the occlip:iht8' are 
present or abserit•(i.e., a motion detector). 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
I Let us first· deseribe the functionality of the thermostat. 

The inteliigeiJ.t thermostat has thr.e� sfates, which are illus
trated as· a finitecsfate automaton irt Figure 3. Following:is.a 
brief description of each' state: 

Comfort mode-In this state, the temperature sei:pbirtt is 
detennined:aufoinatically by:the thermostat.with respect to the 
set-point history leained· frbffi' the occllparits' (called the· set-• 
point schedule). 

1 

I ' • 
Occupant intera�ts 

with lherl3nosiat 

. , 

'· 

Occupant�, at� P!eSl)f11 . 

.Occupants are ab�imt ·. 

No interaction during 
long period of time 

(ile. 4'hours) · · 
Occupants 
are aosent 

Figure 3 States of the intelligent thermostat. · 
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Energy-saving mode-When the occupants are absent, 
the thermostat minimizes energy consumptjon. Consumption 
is reduced bec'ause the set-point temperature is modified to 
alfovy a certain devi�tion from the normal set-point schedule. 
This concept has been called ''setback" in the literature 
(Schade ·1978). The extent of the deviation depends on the 
present history learned fi-o� the occupants (present schcd�le/. 

Manual mode-when an occupant interacts with the 
thermo.stat t� dic\ate It. s�l-poinL te�peplture, the thermostat 
en�er,s · this state. for �n arbitrary period of time (i.e.,· eight 
hours). During this. time, the set-point temperature is the.one 
given by,the user. If during this time. the ·occupimts leave, the 
the�ostat,switches to the energy-sav.ing mode. 

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE I ' ' 

' In electronic; deviCes, intelligence and' function are often 
provided by embedded software.Using a microcontroller with 
memory allows us to use a software design approach to solve 
our problem. 

The software architec'ture of the intellig�nt thermostat is 
composed of three main modules, as shown in Figure 4. Each 
module defines a logical boundary •'separating independent 
units of processing that perform specific functions. 

Modules are combined to provide higher-level function
ality. In the intelligent thermostat, the•interactibns between 
eac.:h rriodule depend on the state of the' thermostat. The logiC: 
that controls how modules interaottogether can be thought of 
as an additional higher-order irtodule. ·For 'simplicity, it is not 
illustrated as •such, ' I 

. 
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Figure 4 Intelligent ihermoitat design overview. 
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Modules ·are described· below. 
•:: 

Inputs and Output 
The intelligent thermostat has fo�� inP.�is: 

1. An ambient temperature readout, ._Qb.tained from a ther
mometer 

2. A time indicator 

3. A set-point temperature entered by an.o�cupant using the 
ther111os1nt console 

' ' · 

4. An indication of the presence (or absence) of occupants 

Compared with other common thermostats, only the last 
input is a novelty. ·" :, . 

Since we did not want to change' existing heating/Cooling 
system equipment, the intelligenCth'ermostat has; only one 
output: the control temperature. This control temperature can 
be compared to ambient temperature:·to generate an on/off 
indicator to activate the heating/cooling system. In this way, 
the intelligent thermostat can be used as a front end to an exist
ing thermostat. 

RIER-STAl'Er PROCESSING 

Comfort Mode Processing 

When the thermostat is in the comfort mode, the occupants 
are present but they do not interact with the tb�f!:11Q lat. Thr�e 
operations are executed in parallel, as shown in Figure 5: 

' • • . . .. , I-·'' 
1. The.��t-point tempe�lu� is chosen accord.in� tq "!1��'H-�PoW' 

his10,rx,lea:11ed (rom the q�cuP.anlS (set-poim �?hedul�), . .,, / 

I 

�. t '. 

,• 

Ambient 
: temperature 

' 

• • ) • ... , t� 
Occupants' ,_,, . , .... 
presence/ 
absence ·-': 

·' 
, I. 

II 
Reinforcement ·Update I• .. . 

" '? ... 7 v v 

s�.t'poJht "' 
Prese,nc.� 

Schedule. .Sch.edule. 

'' 

"' 

' 

. 
. ' ' 

.� tt 

' ·  
' 

. ' 

< 

,, 

Gontro/. i L , 
tempe.i:awr�

, 
Heating or 

cooling system I. 

.. :,1 

f � 

I 

' 

' 

I 11 

j',, 

" 

" 
' 

I o t It 

' . . ,I 

Figure 5 Comfort.mode logic. 
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2. The thermostat records the ambient temperature and reinforces 
the;ser.poirit schedule'. TI1e motivation for doing so is because 
the occupants are present and they aie implicitly agreemg with 
the ambient temperature because they do not interact with the 
thermostat to modify the set-point temperature. 

3. The thermostat records the presence of the occupants. This 
information is stored and used to sketch an estimated pres-
ence schedule. 

· 

Energy-Saving Mode Processing · 
When the oc.ci,1pants are absent, the thermostat switches to 

energy-saving mode. The following operations are performed 
simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 6: 
1. The therm,o.stat fixes ,a sctbac� temperature to reduce 

energy consumption. Tl;le setback temperature represents a 
deviation. from the normal comfort schedule set-point 
temperature. To calculate the allowable deviation, the ther
mostat 'Considers the probability that the occupants return 
home at this momen\, Q_t<p.erally speaking, if a return is 
highly probable, then the deviatio,n will be zero; if it is 
improbable, then the deviation will be high (i.e., up to 5°C). 
Therefore, when the ocp�pantsr.rt::J.urn home according to 
their usual schedule, the ambient temperature is restored to 
their comfort level when they arrive. 
Since the power of heating/cooling systems varies from one 
installation to the other, it is possible;�at the rate of change 
of !he setback temperature is higher t�an Lhe rate of change 
of1lhe an1bi.ent 1emperatur:e that fpe heal�g}cool.ing system 
, ·  I• f ., I , • Jf' ; f l •  
can provide. For tlus reason, the thermostat controls the 

· h�tin&fcooling �&stem· ·s� 1hat ilie ahibient leJ?lpe'�ture 
al�ays remains within' the setohc'k"-de\fiation. To ac11ieve 

�! I ... • I ' £, • ' 

· . .. ) . 

.., , • • I 

Occupants' 
presence/ 
absence 

- -------------1' 1-------. �. 
� ...-=-����� Set point E g·chediue. 
Q) 
� 
..... 
:$ 
.� 
� 
� 

Tomporawra 0T 

Update 
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"S6Hedule 

1 • • 
• Prosonce, 
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I 
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l!.T 

.S�----------"�·-·_·_·..,., �---------,------� Control 
tem eracure 

Hiiating or 
1_ i_:_co�/f f!ff§Y$le.ro . 

Figure 6 Energy-saving mod!!.VO.gi�•· · 
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this, the thennostat predict� upcoming ambient temperature 
setback deviations and activates the heating/cooling system 
in advance, if needed. (1bis mechanism is beyond the scope 
of this article, so it is notcovered in detail.) ; 

2. The thermostat records· the pre�ence of occupants and 
qpdates the presence schedule. 

' 
Manual Mode Processing 

Manual mode is thr, simplest of all three modes. It is 
assumed that the user interacted with the thermostat and spec
ified a set-point temperature that corresponds to a desired 
comfort level. The following tasks are performed in parallel, 
as shown in Figure 7: . · · 

· 

1. · The theriuo'stat activates the heating/cooling system with 
·regatd tothe user-specified set-point temperature. 

2. The thermostat recqrds the.user-specified set-point temper
ature, and upd1:ltes the S(ft-pofr1t comfort sched1,1le. 

3. The thermostat recotds thi.Vpiesence of occupants and 
updates the presence schedule. 

PER-MODULE DESCR1PTION 

Comfort Schedule Module 
' '  . 

This module encapsulates a schedule of ambi�nt temper-
ature set points that the oscupants determine. With a program
mable thennosta ' this module is a fixed schedule that users 
explicitly prognµn. ·yvithin tne intelligent thenn(?stat, the 
sc�edtile is n9t explicitly PfOgrampied AL once but, ra\her, it is 
impU�icly and increme�tally gen,er,a1ed by the qccupa�ts who 
modify tlie set-point tem\Jerature as tinie goes by. 

Setpoint 
temperature 
flntereq by 
occupant 

r 

Occupants' 
presence! 
absence 

Upda te Jc 
� ..,, 

Update 

l 

. "' '' 
Set p.oint 1 .Presenc,e , 
Schedule Schedule· 

: 
. 

' .. 
. . .. 

-.. ,,. ·Control 

. ' ' •.1 "-7 temperature 

I l:lecjfing or . 
coo,ling system -- - - .. - -

Figure 7 Manual mode logic. \ ;• 
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It is assumed that the temperature set points specified by 
the occupants reflect an easy comfort level. Then, in essence, 
this module tries to establish a temporal pattern of desired set-
point temperature. . . 

Each et point given by an occupant is recorded along 
with the timeof the'day and the day of the week when the inter
action took place. The sum of all these interactions forms a 
data set used to generate a schedule that ,corresponds to the 
instructions given to the thennostat. 

When the thermostat is in the comfort state, this moduie 
is used to determine the ambient temperature with \vhich the 
occupants .are most likely to be comfortable.· While in this 
state, the thermostat collects information on the actual ambi
ent temperature and feeds it to this module to reinforce the 
current schedule. Again, the motivation for -doing this is 
because the oceupants .are present and are implicitly agreeing 
to the lU11bient temperature since they do not interact with the 
thermostat. 

In the manual state, the module is fed the new interac� 
ti()ns. In this case, the actual set-point temperature is deter
mined by the user, not by this module. 

Finally, in the energy-saving mode, the module_. deter
mines the temperature against which a deviation is permitted. 
The temperature given is the same as in the comfort mode, bl.it 
a deviation from this temperature is allowed since no occu
pants are present and reducing energy consumption becomes 
a priority. 

Presence $clledule' Modi.ii�' 
The presence schedule module encapsulates a schedule of 

probability of presence of the occupants. In that re·spect, it is 
very sirilllar.to the''comfort chedule"module because both try 
to generate a schedule based on temporal data sets. The infor
mation fed to the presence schedule module is collected by a 
"presence detector" and consists of a boolean value (present or 
not present) coupled with the current time. The role of the 
module is to predict the presence behaviors of the occupants 
based on their presence history. This assumes that presence 
can be predieted, 

The module records presence information in all three 
modes of thenn�stal operation. i Moreovt'.r,, when the thermo
stat is in !he· energy-saving mode, the module is asked to 
predict the:probahility of the presence of th� occupants for the 
upco�ing moments. 

Setback Deviation Module 
The goal of setback is to decrease energy consumption by 

modifying the set-point temperature when the .. occupants' 
comfort is not at stake. In this design, setback occurs automat
ically when thl ;e;Cupants are absent. TI1e novel idea that is 
presented here is that setback temperature should be a function 
of the occupant�' probabiJity of presence and desired set-point 
temperature. The mathematical formula is: 

Tsetback = Tdesired ± Tdeviation(P presence) (1) 
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As 'shown, the deviation allowed from the desired· temper
ature should be a function of the occupants' probability of 
presence. The relatiol}: should be zero when P p�esence is l 00% 
and should be a significant number of degrees (i.e., 5°C) when 
Pptdsence is 0%. We have used the sigmoid (S-shaped) function 
,�np have had good results: 

p 
T . . = 5ac . prosellcft 

devwtwn X -P (2) 
' ·, 1 +e """trJI,.. 

' The s·e1bac� .d.eyiat ion module is, therefore, just a runction 
taking tl1e probdojh1y of the occupan ·/. presenc

.
1 �s. i\')Pllt and 

calculating an allo�able dev_iation as output. This �od�Jc is 
coupled with the pr� ence chedule module and i� u ed �nly 
when the thermo t�t operates in the eriergy-saviag mode. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
We have developed a prototype of this intelligent thermo

stat in a computer simulation environment. To do this, we used 
a commercial mathematical programming environment and a 
transient system simulator .. 

� I {; ; ) . I I 

Learnin� ,. 
I 1 n I ,� 1t, 

Both leamin� modules (comfort and presence schedules) 
were ba eel on artificial nei1ral networks. This technique was 
chosen because neural networks are known for their capability 
to generalize relations and because they show a strong level of 
robustness when faced with noisy inputs, which, in our case 
translates to :exceptions within ithe schedule's. In an effort ·to 
reduce.redundant infoi;mation and•toiallo'(v'1the:learnipgrQ1f new 
patterns rapidly, we awtomatically filter tl'le collt!ct¢d·01ita sets 
as time passes based on redundancy and coheretHie· with 
known patterns. ·:! i,. 1 •', r;·, , 1 
. ·,\ 
RES'LILTS 

' ·  1, 

_ '· To evaluiite the relativ� perfP,rmance of the.· them:iostat 
design against existing o.nes, �e:set UJiHhe simulation envi-
ronment shown in Figure 8. ·: ' · 

We used the simulation program to model the building 
and heating/cooling system characteristics. The exterior en vi-

6 
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behaviors 

Thermostat 
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In-house 
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Figure 8 Simulation environment. 
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ronmental conditions are modeled by collected data.Using the 
math programming environment, we simulated three types of 
thermostats: conventional, programmable, and intelligent. 
Combined with simulated human behavior, this system repro-
duces the system of Figure 1. • 

· 

1j[t, . 
To measur each thermostat's performance, we used three 

metrics: (1) the number of interactions between the occupants 
and the thermostat, (2) the periog of comfort for users, and (3) 
the setback period. Both comfort aJ1d s�tback are expressed as 
a percentage of comfort/setback lime over the total time. We 
avoid any comparis.on with the programmable thermostat 
because this would lead to arbitrary assumptions on the 
correctness and frequency of this thermostat's programming 
with respect to the occupants' behaviors. 

The first case studied is a theoretical situation us:ed·'to 
demonstrate how many interactions are needed by each ther
mostat to obtain equivalent energy savings. The results are 
shown in Table 1. We assumed that occupants are absent 
during weekdays for work and that setback is used during the 
day and night. During the ·weekend, occupants are mostly 
present, and; therefore, setback•orily occurs during the night'. 
Also, we took for granted that occupants fbllow this exact 
pattern for 28 consecutive days. Over tl'te cmlrse of this period; 
the thermostat is in erterg:Hmving mode about 57% df the 
time. It can be ifoted'that with a co'nveritional thermostat:Occu
pants cannot be '6omfortable 100% of the'time'Since they have 
to be phy'sically present (and ·awake) to manually adjust the 
thermostat' ftJr the setback -p�11i6Cl to' end, whereas• -With the 
othet'then'rlostats this is ddne automatically;'bl.:fore the occu
pants wake up or come back�We chose a•period of 28 days 
because it is unlikely that a behavior pattern lasts ftir more than 
this period of'fime,',.a'!ltHt•is unlikely that 'ikd1pants will 
"reprogram" theidhednosta:t more often/ : ' ' ·' • 1 

, 'r· 
TABLE 1 

I! 

Theoretical Case with Equal Energy Savings ·· 
for,.t:ach �pproach (28-Day..Perio.d) 

• • •• • ' • { • •  ·' ' ·' • J: 
·' f'll• 

Conventionill Intelligent 'Programm�ble 
.1 .Metr-W : .. : , 1ll.enno�tat · Thlfimostai · > ' "th�rmostat 

Number 96 4 1 (complex) 

of Interactions 

Comfort Period 96% 100% 100% 
Setback Period

* 57% 57% 57% 

When occupants are present 

The second case studied (Table 2) is more realistic. We 
assumed that occupants do not exactly follow the same sched
ule every day. During the weekdays, occupants come back 
home for lunch at a random time between 1 1  :00 a.m. and 2:00 
p.m. Also, the moment they leave and when they come back 
varies up to an hour. During the weekend, they leave for about 
three hours at a random moment. We also consider a more 
typical use of the conventional tb.ermostat wb.ere occupants 
only adjust it once a month. 
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•1 ,TABLE 2. ' 
Typical Use of Each Thermostat 

Ove.r a 28-Day Period 

Metric Conventional II1tclligcnt , . Programmable 
Thermostat Thenuo�tal Thermostat 

Number 1 7· ! (complex) 

of Interactions I I 

Comfort Periodr 100% 9So/o 96% 
I 

Setback Period 0% 56% 5':'.% .. 

• When occupants are present 

The results of the �ycond case, studied illustrate that 
py9ple who have fairly foreseeable. behavioral patterns can 
significantly reduce their energy consumption (almost as 
much as a correctly programmed thermostat) using an intelli
gent-thermostat.: In our test, the occupants adjusted the ther
mostat five times during the (irst two days and only two times 
for the remaining twenty-six days. This shows that once a 
pattern is learned (after two days), the intelligent thermostat 
can accurately -wedict the occupants' behavior and provide 
both, comfort and energy savings.. . , : 

If behavior were less predictaP,le,,comfor� would decrease 
slightly as the thermospit could not accurately predict the pres
ence of the pccupants and detenn,tne the C!Jtreot time, to set 
back or recover. In th.is case, the thermostat wou�d become 
more yonservative with.setbac;!c to avoid long recovery time 
where the occupants ·are uncomfortable. This, in tum, would 
reduce potenti,al.,energy savii;igs, 

Compared to, a conventional . thermostat, ,we have 
measured energy r.avings yaryiµg·from 9% �o 16o/o ,with the 
intelligent thermostat, which is- eqµivalent to th.e results 
obtained with the programmable thermostat 

CONCLUSION� 
We have presented a new arthiteCtLire for intelligent ther

mostats that proviiJes be:tter comfort for occupants and also 
reduces en�rgy 'cqnsump'tiqn. BotJ;l.8f- t�ese advantages are 

. •· 

'' .. 
•t-1 . 
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obtained because the thermostat learns the occupant's behav
ior and decides when.setback should begin and when it should 
recover, as well as what set-point temperature the occupants. 
prefer as a function of.time . 

Technically speaking, we have covered the high-level 
modular software architecture of the therlnostat by describing 
each module's role and explaining how processing occurs 
wit)1in each of the thermostat's states. 

The proposed thermostat is thought to be more intuitive 
than a programmabl.e thermostat, which requires tedious 
prograrimifog and ha a complex· user interface. Instead of 
being prog�arrimed "all at oncC.,"'it i programmed gradually, 
as Hie behavior occurs. Moreover, it is b-elieved that the 
learned set-poinl schedule roiJows the occupants' preferences 
more closely because it is adjusted eYery time a user interacts 
with the thermostat. And, finally, we hay� shown that this ther
mostat requires fewer interactions by occ�pants compared to 
conventional thermostats. 
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